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AL die recent Washington mce:’ !;; of the J,.;.&can Physical Society, in a 
session c&icated to Niels Eohr, Leon 1 ;>jc’nfclc! cave ti enlightening talk on the 

principl, “f co.mplementarity. The talk I shall ;, :<; today i, complementary to most 
of the ta;;<s YOU have heard SO -far. In l~:r<ticular, its is complementary t-J the ‘ialk 
given yeztcrday by Glashow. Whereas Glashow believes in unitary symmetry and used’ 
it to predict the quantum numbers of t!il, resonances, I am going to take the skeptical 

attitude ‘.: .~t the quantum numbers of pnriicles a’r e numbers which must be determmed 
from ex:: riment. 

. 
a .~txilly believe there is somc’;i:i:;:: to lii!:tXy sym*netry, but what I believe 

is not necessarily &Lhe way nature is. i; :., the: iiL?CeSSi~ for making experimental 
tests. And uniter! symmetry is not t?.; .,.;iy symmetry I shall question in this talk. 

I li xrge number of methods have :>ccn proposed to obtain information on the 
..I . . 

quantum iiumbers of particles. Some mclhods clopcnd on dynamical assumtic;ns, while 

oti.ers make use only of conservation l;:i!'S. In ~cneral, it is useful to determI,-ls 
quantum numbers by &any different moi:lods w1;#:11 experimentally feasible. In this way,, 
not only does one obtain confidence in ihe corrcctncss of the result, but a number of ‘r 
different assumptions, either about dymunics or about conservation laws, can be tested? 

. ‘4 ;’ ‘; 
.I. 

, 
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. * 
According to current ideas; the quantum numbers necessary to specify a meson ., 

or baryon, in addition to a possible qu:~;tun: number associated with its mans and docay 
~widtll, arc its spin J, parity P, barsyon number U, hypcrcharge Y (or alternatively 

strangeness which equals Y - B), isospin I, and t!le z-component of its isospin Iz (or 

alternatively charge Q). If the particle is a meson with Y = 0, then it also has a 

. 
definite G parity. If the meson is also neutral, it is an eigenstate of the charge 

conjugation operator and can be said to have a definite C parity. The spin and parity 

I call “ external” quantum numbers, since they have to do with symmetries in physical 

space, and the other quantum numbers I call “internal.” It is conceivable that some 
I* strongly interacting particles will turn out to have still .other quantum numbers, or in . . 

other cases that the quantum numbers I have mentioned might not all be relevant. 

. However, I shall not consider these possibilities here. 

Many people believe that it is trivial to measure the baryon number, the charge 
‘. . 

and the hypercharge of a particle, since these are presumed to be additive quantum 

numbers which are conserved (at lenst) in the stron, v and electromagnetic interactions 

which cause the particle to be produced. These additive quantum’numbers are usually 

* . contrasted to the multiplicative quantum numbers parity, C parity,’ G parity.. But parity 

can equally be regarded as an additive quantum number module 2. Then there is the 

possibility of a whole sequence of additive qzantum numbers, modula 2,3,‘4. . .until one 

reaches a true additive number, mudolo infinity. This is not a new idea, but I suspect 

it has been forgotten. . 
, 

’ .’ There is indeed abundant evidence that B and Q are true additive quantum numbers. 

. - 

. 

But there is no such evidence for hypcrcharge Y. For example, hypercharge might be 

additive modulo 4. Those who associate Y with a gauge transformation may protest, but . 

the question is one for experiment to ciccide. Unfortunately, I don’t know of a test which 

is feasible at present. An impractical test which will serve as an example would be to 

compare the cross section for the reaction 

. K+ + 1; --Y 31t- + 4~-+ -I- p 
4 ’ 

‘ with the cross section for the allowed reaction ’ 

K+ + p --+ 2K+ f I(- i 2+* + 25r- c’ p. 

‘,But even the “allowed” reaction will probably be toorare to be observed in the near future. * 
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Next I’d like to discuss the qui!stion of statistics. Greenberg and Messiah1 have 

written a thick paper in which they have poinicd out. that although it has boon verified , 

that nucleons and electrons obey Fermi statistic:; and that photo;18 obey Bose statistics, 

there is not any really convincin g evidc:ncc that pions obejr &ose statistics. (This was 
not the first paper on the subject, but merely the most exhaustive.) I was quite sur- 

prised at this, as I had always assumctl it was well known that pions were bosons. Also, 
there is at present no evidence that kaons are bosons, but evidence ought to be forth- 

coming soon in connection with the ‘+ meson. I shall come back to this question. And 

there is certainly no direct evidence th:Lt hy;,crons are fermions. 

There is a whole class of statistics callctl parastatistics, which are inter- 

mediate between Bose statistics and Fermi sialistics. There exists the possibility 

of particles being parabosons or parafc:miens. I don’t want to io into the subject 

of parastatistics, but want to point out l.ha~ it is importzu~t to distinguish between methods ’ 

of determining spins and parities whicjl :.cly on assumptions about statistics and those 

which do not. 

If two identical particles obey the used statistics, then there’s a relationship 

between the internal and external quantum numbers of the two particles: 

(-1) 
L + s .‘- I+ y/‘) = 1 

where L is the orbital angular momentill; of the system, S the to@ spin, I the total 

isospin, and Y the total hypercharge. ::i?is lormuia can be derived either for two bosons 

or two fermions which are identical exck::Jt possibly for charie. The derivation depends 

on additional assumptions which I won’t ,I;O into hcrc. But since additional assumptions 

are necessary, I won’t be shocked if il is found esperimentally that certain particles 

obey ihe usual statistics but don’t sati::l’y the formula. Similarly, if a particle and 

antiparticle obey,the usual statistics, it can be derived that 

C=(-1) L+s 

Again the derivation depends on addition:.11 assumptions. ‘ ’ , 
. . 

Now it’s generally assumed t!lai. ~i:e parity of a boson-antiboson pail; in a state of 

definite orbital angular momentum is ~!;;:‘cn by 

P = (21) L. 
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and for a fermion-antifermion pair, it is usually assumed that the parity is 

p = (-,.)I’ -I- 1 

Now it’s well verified experimentally th;tt P = (-1)” + ’ for an electron-positron 

pair. It has also been verified that fo!. a pion-nntipion pair, P = (-1)‘~. But I don’t 
think it has been verified for a K and a K that P = (-I)Lor that a n:or e satisfy 

P = (-l)L + 1. 

’ ’ 

Let me assume the KK system sitisfics the usual relations P = (-l)L and 

. c = (-ljL. Then CP(K& = +KK. Now I want to re-do the derivation given by Leitner 
a few minutes ago that the decay y --tKlK,) implies that the spin J of they, is odd. 

- Only I want to assume CP invariance rfllhcr than C or P invariance separately.. If 

CP is conserved, then CP(K1) = Kl and CP(K2) = -ii . Thus 
J2 CP(KlK2) = -(-1) Kl-K2 

where the (-1)’ comes from I? acting on ihe orbital ,angular momentum of the KlK2 ” 

system. But if thee decays 7% --v K”l? with the K”r(” subsequently decaying into 

K1K2, then CP = f. Thus -(-1)J = +, I. e. J is odd. A direct measurment of the 

spin of the cp by its angular distribution .ill prove a test of this conclusion. But 

note that the derivation depended on rnor~. thanone assumption. Therefore, if the 

spin.of they should turn out to be one,. a:, cvesybody believes, this will not by itself 

prove that kaons obey Bose statistics. 
.’ 

I should now like to discuss an ci’Iect found by Huson and Fretter2 in looking 
. 
, 

., The reactions ..‘. _,. ; at 17 Bev/c TT- interactions in a freon propane bubble chamber’. 

. . observed were 
_ *- -I- lr” + l-f” - .- 

i V-iA-+A+; I 
+ lr- f lr- -I- 7-r 

They were able to see the sr”‘s by conversion of the ,-ma r,ays with good efficiency. 

The branching ratio R was observed to be L 
, $ 

---t 
7TlTlT R=- = 2.5 + 1. 
IT-lr”Tr” 

. 
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There is a preliminary indication that there is a resonance in the 3-pion system at a 

* mass of about 1200 MeV, but Fretter and Huson are ,not willing to say it’s a resonance. 
The resolution is terrible ( 2 250 McV ). The typical momentum transfers to the 

nucleus are sufficiently small so that the production process can be considered coherent. 

Also prominently seen was the decay mode (j t TT.’ If I is conserved, then the three 

pion system has I = 1 or 2. The fraction f of decays into p+ TT ,was found to be 

f 3 i. If the decay were only into r + a, then R would be equal to one. 

. 

Let me write the wave function of the 3-pion system as ( I , I ), where I’ is the 

isospin of the first two pions and I is the isospin’of the entire system., For I = 1, there 

are the possibilities (0,. l), (1, l), and (2, 1). For I = 2 the possibilities are (1, 2) 

and (2, 2). 

I’ 
First consider I = 2. If I’ = 1 and if the first two pions obey Bose statistics,. 

then the orbital angular momentum of the two pions is odd. If I’ = 2, the orbital angular 

momentum of the first two pions is even. So if the pions obey Bose statistics, there 

can’t be any interference between the amplitudes (1, 2) and ( 2, 2) in the total rate. .’ 

Since each amplitude separately gives a branching ratio R = 1, this argument leads to 

the prediction that the total branching ratio is R = 1. However, interference can actually 

occur. Since the pions are identical particles, one doesn’t know which two pions are the 
first two. If instead of pions ‘1 and 2, pions 1 and 3 combine in an odd orbital angular 

momentum state, then the wave function of pions 1 and 2 contai.ns.both even and odd 

angular momenta. Thus, interference can occur unless thi: pions can be distinguished 

by their energies. . 

One can also treat the I = 1 case. One can also treat the I = 1 case. Here, interference occurs between the states Here, interference occurs between the states 

( 0, 1) and (2, 1), since the first two pions have even angular momentum in both ( 0, 1) and (2, 1), since the first two pions have even angular momentum in both ’ ’ 

cases. .Thus, the branching ratio is not unique. cases. .Thus, the branching ratio is not unique. But if the pions can be distinguished by But if the pions can be distinguished by 

their energies, there is no interference between the sta@ { 1, 1) and the other two : their energies, there is no interference between the sta@ { 1, 1) and the other two : 

states. This allows one to put limits on the ratio R.’ These limits are, states. This allows one to put limits on the ratio R.’ These limits are, . . 
2 - f’ 

& IR ~“T-o,’ 2,,- f “. ) ‘, *’ . *’ . 
R < ! : 1 - f , ‘L.. 1 ‘: . ‘I ) ,’ ‘, : : L‘ . L‘ . : ,. . . . 
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where 6, + are the production angles. 

f 

The particular m-value results from the fact I’ . 
that the total angular momentum can have no component in the beam direction. Now it ; : 

. i. 

. ’ fr 

1 . I is aproperty of spherical harmonics near @ = 0 that c. 

1: 
(I i 
i 

: 

Thus if L is the maximum orbital angular momentum entering the production process . 
I’ 

then near the forward direction the coefficient c%~ of Xi will in general be less than ’ 

. . , 1 
! . ‘, 

L 0 times as large as the coefficient cz,o of $ . Thus, to a first approximation, if 
$. 

events are selected in which mesons are produced at angles ‘less thari e , where ’ 
; 

:: j * f ,,: ,; : ( ,:,i, , : ,: . 1 \ :I’., .‘./ .I ‘. ,, : ,. : 
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t 
Nowif f+ 

r 
then R 5 2, which doesn’t quite agree with the experimental value i 

R = 2.5. But there are only 50 events, and there is agreement within statistics. Also, 1 ’ : 
the energy resolution is poor, so one cannot distinguish too well which are the first two ’ , 
pions. The width of the p may provide a limitation even &en th(e resolution is improved.’ : 
So everything is compatible with I = 1, but not quite so compatible with I = 2. ,. jl ,j 

, 
I’d like to spend most of my remaining time on the Adair analysis and exten- 

‘. 
I :I ,,,’ 

sions of it. The Adair analysis has fallen out of favor as a method of measuring spins : ” 

of particles because one must look.at particleis produced near the forward direction. 
, _,,, 

,’ ! -. 
Physicists don’t like to throw away most of their events. But in a coherent production : ’ 8 
process, like the one seen by Huson and Fretter, all particles are produced near the . 
forward direction. Therefore, all coherently produced events are suitable for inclusion 

I 
*) ‘.. i 

in the. Adair analysis. This can be made plausible by the following simple qualitative .’ 
argument. Let bosons of spin J be produced ‘coherently from a spin 0 nucleus with a ’ I 

> 
spin wave function J givenby 

f 

.% = prnxy i 

‘rn 

where the XT are the spin eigenfunctions of the produced boson with respect to the beam ’ 

t 
‘i! 

direction and the amplitudes am are functions of the production angle. Now the CL m,;:-- ,.. 
!, 
’ 

must be of the form 
; 

. 
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8 L = 1, the mesons will have a spin wave function which is predominantly Xi . Now ; 
if the radius of the target nucleus is r , the maximum orbital angular momentum 
entering the production process is of order kr = L, wher.e ,k is the barycentric mo- ’ 
mentum of the produced meson. But for the process to be coherent, the maximum 
momentum transfer 9 to the nucleus is of order qr = 1. Using kr = L, qr = 1 and I. 
L6J = 1, one obtains 8= q/k as, the maximum angle which is useful for the Adair . w 
analysis. But this same angle is,easily seen to be the cutoff angle% a coherent pro- 

cess. Therefore, all events may be included in the analysis. . 
. 

If the produced boson is known to be in a definite state of polarization such as . 
. X”J and decays into tie spinless particles the decay angular distribution is a unique ” 

function of its spin. In decays into particles with spin, the, angular distribution is 

not necessarily a unique function of the spin, but some information can be obtained. ’ 

: 
I I 

‘, 

If the incident particle is a pion or kaon, and the spin and parity of the pro- “. 
diced boson are related by ‘P = (-l)J, then conservation of parity implies that the 

production amplitude vanishes in the forward direction , Nevertheless, the Adair 
analysis can be extended to apply to this case also. Since 

near the forward direction, the same arguments go through as before, except the 

spin wave function of the b’oson will be given by eJ = Xi +-X:. Again the angular 
, 

. . 

‘distribution for the decay into two spinless particles is unique, but is’ different from 

the opposite parity case. Because the angular dependence of the’production amplitude ‘. . 

,_ depends on the parity of the meson, the method is useful to obtain ‘information about 

1 ’ the parity as well as the spin. . 

When the parity is P = (-l)J, the production cros;, section is likely to be small * 

This is because,the amplitude vanishes at 8.= 0 and in addition rapidly goes to zero 
beyond the coherent cutoff angle. Berman and D&l4 pointed out to me the usefulness ’ 

of coherent production processes for determining of spins and parity of mesons. In 

addition they have done a detailed analysis of coherent production processes. By 

. making use of the invariance properties of the production axiplitudes,.,they were able 
.’ ._ 

,: 
I .’ . 

.I .- .‘.,’ I, /’ I 
: .’ , 

” ’ ‘, ‘, 
. . ’ . . 

: .. .: .” ‘---z.z. .- i, _. .’ , . I / ‘. 
a. . . 
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to obtain essentially the same results I have outlined, but in a way,,which makes use of 

the polarization tensors of the produced mesons. Their method deals with relatlvisti- 
tally covariant quantities throughout and is therefore more rigorous than the one I have 

. 
discussed. In addition, using their method, it becomes clear that one should measure 
the decay angular distribution with respect to the incident direction as seen in the rest 

frame of the produced meson. This is not strictly the Adair angle, but the difference 
is small in coherent processes. Also, Berman and Drell have considered the possibi- ’ 

i 

lity of accidental cancellation in the forward production amplitude, but I shall not dis- 
$ 
5 

* 
cuss this point. r 

, i.; 

I also wanted to discuss a very beautiful method by Byere and Fenster’ 
I. 

for : ‘*, :.I 

determining spins and parities of baryons, but I see I do not have time. I hope Ticho .,: 
* f 

will discuss that in some detail in the next talk. 
’ ). 

‘.’ - ’ ,, f. i,r 
.: 
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DISCUSSION: ’ ,; 

G. GOLDHABER: I would like to make a comment in favor of Bose statistics for pions. 

If you can remember in the distant past to 1959, we did a.n experiment studying angular~. 
[ 
i L I 

correlations in angles between TF mesons and found a distinct difference between like 
l: 

pions and unlike pions. Namely, like pions like to come off at small angles with each 
1 
I 

other: this was analysed in a paper by Goldhaber, Goldhabe)r, .Lee and Pais, 
* . . 

where 
i 
I 

. 
we strongly suggested that this is due to Bose statistics for pions. t . >I 

.; ; c 
y...i: : t 

LICHTENBERG: Yes, ,but your result might also be due to final state interactions,, 
# .,.(‘. 1. 
. c 

* 
* 
G. ‘Goldhaber, S. Goldhaber,‘W. Lee’and A. Pais, Phys. Rev; 120. 306, (‘1960). 
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I certainly agree that there is some evidence in favor of Bose sta!;stics for pions, but : 
want to point out that there are possible alternative explanations. Thus, there is not 
really convincing evidence, and I want to take an extremely skeptical point of view. 

GCLDHABER: Then we would have to reconcile ourselves with having found the first 

pion-pion resonance. ” 
. . 

LEITNER: I want’ to comment with regard to the y, We did look at the angular distribu- 
tion of its decay and we do find that itJs not isotropic, so that the angular distribution 

cannot be reconciled with the spin of the being equal to 0. 

LICHTENBERG: The spin of the? could be 2. Since it’s so narrow, one wouldn’t 
expect it to be 0. 

HOLLADAY: I would like to point out that in the tau decay there were 2 sr’s and a TT-. 

One cannot understand the energy distributions of those TT’B if you put those 2 ~r+)s in 

odd angular momentum states. So to that extent one can rule out Fermi Statistics for 
the 2 T+>s. 

LICHTENBERG: Unfortunately I am neither’ Greenberg nor Messiah. I saw this paper 

only at the Washington meeting, and they discussed the evidence pretty thoroughly. I ” . 
do not want to’be in the position of defending every example that is brought up at the 

present time. , In this example, the centrifugal barrier would inhibit odd angular mo- 

mentum. 

, 

HOLLADAY: They also made this point. Actually I believe that their point was that 
one didn’t.bow whether the 2 pions obeyed Bose statistics or some sort of para- 

statistics. One can rule out Fermi Statistics in any case. The fact that the Kl has 
spin 0 and decays some of the time into two neutral pions,ie already evidence that ’ 
it cannot be a Fermi system. 

. 

_, , 
. 

LICHTENBERG: Yes, all the people who discuss whether pions obey Bose statistics . 
or not, talk in terms of para-statistics where the particles obey trilinear or more 

complicated kinds of commutation rules. Pions certainly do not obey .Fermi statistics. . . : .’ 
.I. * . ‘. 

: I 
* I. . ,.’ i: 

) .** 
,’ 

,’ ---;,.:- , . < 
‘.’ ’ . 

. ’ I ’ . . - 
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SUDARSHAN: I want to make two more short comments. First that as far as I knowi 
the first statement about statistics in relation to an experiment was made in a paper by 
Dell’Antcnio, Greenberg and myself . * This is a rather thin paper rather than a thick 
paper. The other point is in regard to the question of & parity of the antiparticles. 

It was originally raised by Foldy several years ago, in a very beautiful paper, around 

1957. But somehow, nobody seems to have paid any attention to it. 

LICHTENBERG: .I apologiie to Foldy. ** 

SCOTTI: Let me say nobody mentioned the name Giovanni Gentile***, who is connected 

with parastatistics about 20 years ago. ,. ., 
I q,,: i ‘:. 

., ‘.i! : :,;, . : * ;’ :.. 
.’ 

’ 
’ : /( 

. ,. , . ,:, 

/ 
* 

G. Dell’Antonio, 0. Greenberg, and E. Sudarshan, University of Rochester yrori ’ 
NyO-102Yl (1962). ,. 

i* 
L. L. Foldy, Phys. Rev. 102, 568, (1956). Foldy also discussed the question of the 

connection between spin and statistics in this paper, pointing out that the usual relations 
;’ 

might not apply to all particles. However, Foldy did not discuss the experimental . 
evidence in any detail, either in regard to the parity of a particle-antiparticle pair oc , .‘ 
the connection between spin and statistics. 

II 

*I* 
G. .a 

Gentile, Nuovo 

I . 

L . 

(1940) l 


